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Jozef Višňovský

A unique job position
requires a unique
portfolio
This document contains a selection of
projects created or participated by me,
which with their design and user
experience achieve or representatively
represent the goals of client projects and
companies.
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Full CV
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The design of the document is fully
interactive and it is possible to go directly
to the actually used references with simple
clicks on the buttons.

Senior Experience & Visual Designer
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UXDX Conference

Identity
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World-wide conference,
slovak design
A common path for better products,
around the world. UXDX shares the
knowledge of the greatest individuals from
the world's giants such as Google,
Amazon, Github, Paypal and others. It
brings innovative know-how of
cooperation and collaboration between
various areas of product development
from UX and design to development.
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Website
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The brand, together with the rules of its
use, color scale and accompanying
materials, represents the project for more
than 4 years, during which not only the
main event in Dublin is available for those
interested, but also online seminars
together with small-talks practically all
over the world.
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Website
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UXDX Conference

Identity
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100 Slovenský Volejbal

A unique entry into the
history of Slovak
volleyball, without a
single match
The popular summer sport is experiencing
a rapid increase in popularity in Slovakia
also thanks to the 2019 Women's
European Championships hosted in
Bratislava with record attendance and a
unique atmosphere.
The hand-drawn motif connects the
symbols of traditional Slovak swastika,
sports and direct numerical reference to
the 100th anniversary of this timeless
monogram.
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Press Release
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Forever, it became part of Slovak
volleyball, the hall of fame and the entry
point into the new era of volleyball in
Slovakia.

Brand
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100 Slovenský Volejbal

Brand
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100 Slovenský Volejbal

Brand
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InCuple

Corporate Identity
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A love story, that turned
a common passion into a
successful brand
The InCuple story is a beautiful story of
love and perseverance, where the journey
itself has always been the goal.
Enthusiasm, quality work and continuous
improvement have brought success in the
form of the network of cafes and coffee
academies in three Slovak cities with the
potential to grow further.
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The name represents the love of the two
founders and their determination to
manage the whole project as a couple.
The logo represents a cup of coffee with a
wide smile of satisfied customers.
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One of the unique brands that we will hear
more and more about.
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InCuple

Corporate Identity
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InCuple

Corporate Identity
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DA’PESCATORE

A gastronomic experience
as a symbol of gratitude
for hard-work dedication
Fish as a work of art.
Fishing is important for the daily freshness
of fish and the restaurant is involved in
importing fishermen's goods directly,
every day, so that its clients can enjoy a
fresh gastronomic experience directly
"from the fisherman", which is not only
tasty for the stomach but also for the eyes.

Brand
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DA’PESCATORE

Brand
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GlassLPS

Breathtaking chandeliers in
the most exclusive places
If you stay amazed by beautiful crystal
chandeliers after entering the room / hall,
it is most likely the work of the family
company GlassLPS, a manufacturer of
luxury ceiling lights that has been creating
tailor-made products for the most solvent
clients across Europe for decades.
I designed the reference catalog of the
most popular and largest works in a way to
maximize the content in form of beautiful
photographs and with the design that
adequately communicate the quality of
their products to a new potential clients.

Full Catalogue
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Brand Refresh, Reference Catalogue
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GlassLPS

Full Catalogue
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Brand Refresh, Reference Catalogue
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PREZO

Successful start their
day with them
The PREZO café in Poprad is a pure
example of listening and subsequent
implementation of the requirements and
wishes of its customers. Opening hours
before 08:00 for morning meetings, stable
internet, environment with a lively green
wall, breakfast, parking directly in front of
the cafe, large playground.
If you are exactly this targetted customer,
you will trully love it.
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Interior Photos
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The typographic motif is designed as an
abstract top-view of a cup implemented in
“O” and a contrasting element as the
letter “Z” as a dynamic, changeable
segment reflecting the various ideas
behind current brand headlines.

Brand
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Interior Photos
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PREZO

Brand
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BurgerAMT™ Switzerland

The joy of great food
reflected directly in the
brand
Cheerful burger, at our restaurant or at
your home. The Swiss restaurant has been
selling their own mood-enhancing recipe
for over 5 years.
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Website
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The positive energy, the joy from the
quality of a served food, fast delivery and
always friendly staff is directly reflected in
the logo, where the middle segment of the
icon symbolizes a smiling, satisfied
customer and staff member.

Brand
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Private Doctor

Maximum discretion,
anywhere, anytime
Premium service only for a handful of
selected people who are interested in
100% discretion, transparency and time
flexibility of their personal doctor, who will
always be where he is needed.
The logo is created as a combination of
hand-designed typography and a symbol,
which consists of 4 segments capturing
the symbol of the window (household)
and the initial characters of the project
name "P" and "D".

Brand
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OramOn

Turn your smart life On.
OramOn, from smart for
the smart.
Be always in charge, even when you are
somewhere else. OramOn has the
ambition to connect T-Com's customers
with all the benefits of beeing always
connected with all kind of smart devices in
your home.
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The typography is created by reimagination of a traditional mobile switch
user interface, which represents the
connected , always switched on devices in
a vertical form.

Brand, Key Visual
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Potulky Svetom

Wandering the world,
strictly for adults.
Potulky Svetom was looking for an
eye-catching visual on how to transform
the curiosity of potential customers into
visitors of their wine tasting tours for
adults.
The key visual is composed of a clean
canvas, where the spilled wine stain copies
the boundaries of the destinations. The
use of wine as the main object of interest is
presenting the main focus of the trips.
The visual has the biggest impact when
used in close proximity to one another,
because people are tempted to find
differences between them which is helps
memorise the main subject - the trip as
well as a providing brand - Potulky Svetom.

Key Visual
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Digital Proof

From idea, to proof of
existence
The revolution in the protection of
intellectual property using blockchain
makes it easier for many authors,
performers, composers, designers and all
content creators to live a life where their
intellectual property is invariably secured.
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Website
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The key visual of the project takes into
account the slogan "from idea to proof"
where it illustrates the importance of
protecting your idea from the first
sketches in a digital innovative form
through Digital Proof.

Key Visual
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Philips® Respironics

The future of a
respiratory support,
with defined layout
Key visual for Slovak division of Philips
Respironics, where defined layout is
prepared as a template with predefined
changeable images and text headlines for
maximum flexibility and time efficiency.

Posters Series
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Kuchyne Tatry

A symbiosis where the
gifts of nature are
transformed into
luxurious works of art
From the extraction of wood to the
assembly of the last screw, one of the
most successful interior studios in
Slovakia will take care of an attractive
design, maximal usage of available space
and a smooth workflow.
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Website
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At first glance, the non-traditional visual
symbolizes the annual ring of the tree,
which, with various rotations represents
the individual stages of the entire
production and delivery process.

Idenity
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Thank you for your attention.
Now, let’s talk.
I will be happy to present to you the seniority
of all the skills I have declared in person,
whether at a job interview or a meeting.
Thank you for your attention.
Jozef Višňovský
Senior Experience & Visual Designer
+421910655611
jobs@jvg.sk

See UX/UI Portfolio
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